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We investigate the interplay of band structure topology and localization properties of Wannier functions. To
this end, we extend a recently proposed compressed sensing based paradigm for the search for maximally localized Wannier functions [Ozolins et al., PNAS 110, 18368 (2013)]. We develop a practical toolbox that enables
the search for maximally localized Wannier functions which exactly obey the underlying physical symmetries
of a translationally invariant quantum lattice system under investigation. Most saliently, this allows us to systematically identify the most localized representative of a topological equivalence class of band structures, i.e.,
the most localized set of Wannier functions that is adiabatically connected to a generic initial representative.
We also elaborate on the compressed sensing scheme and find a particularly simple and efficient implementation in which each step of the iteration is an O(N log N ) algorithm in the number of lattice sites N . We
present benchmark results on one-dimensional topological superconductors demonstrating the power of these
tools. Furthermore, we employ our method to address the open question whether compact Wannier functions
can exist for symmetry protected topological states like topological insulators in two dimensions. The existence
of such functions would imply exact flat band models with strictly finite range hopping. Here, we find numerical
evidence for the absence of such functions. We briefly discuss applications in dissipative state preparation and
in devising variational sets of states for tensor network methods.

I.

INTRODUCTION AND KEY RESULTS

One of the most basic notions of condensed matter physcis
is the quantum mechanical problem of a particle in a periodic potential. Yet, there are still quite fundamental questions
relating to the physics of Bloch bands that have not been conclusively answered: How can optimally localized real space
representations of band insulators in terms of Wannier functions (WFs) be found systematically and computationally efficiently? Under which circumstances can even compactly supported WFs exist for a given lattice Hamiltonian, or at least
for some representative of its topological equivalence class?
These questions are of key importance not only for electronic
band structure calculations within the single particle approximation, e.g., in the framework of density functional theory
[1], but also for the dissipative preparation of topological band
structures [2] and their variational representation as a starting
point for tensor network methods. In this work, we report
substantial progress towards a comprehensive answer to these
questions, building on a compressed sensing (CS) based approach to the problem of finding maximally localized WFs
recently proposed by Ozolins et al. [3, 4] (see also: note
added).

A.

Localized Wannier functions

The crucial optimization problem of finding maximally loα
calized WFs |wR
i associated with a family of n occupied
Bloch vectors |ψkα i, α = 1, . . . , n, and k ∈ BZ defined in the
first Brillouin zone (BZ) has been subject of active research
for many years [5]. The main difficulty is a local U (n) gauge
degree of freedom in reciprocal space acting on the Bloch

functions as
|ψkα i7→

n
X
β=1

Uα,β (k)|ψkβ i.

(1)

This redundancy in the definition of the Bloch functions renders the Wannier representation highly non-unique: A different gauge choice on the Bloch functions can modify the localization properties of the associated WFs which are defined
as
Z
V
α
dd k e−ikR |ψkα i,
(2)
|wR
i=
(2π)d BZ
where V is the volume of the primitive cell in real space and
d is the spatial dimension of the crystal.
Interestingly, the search for maximally localized WFs is
substantially influenced by topological aspects of the underlying band structure. The recent study of band structure topology has led to fundamental discoveries like topological insulators and superconductors [6] that have given a new twist to the
basic physics of Bloch bands: Roughly speaking, the topology of insulating band structures measures the winding of the
submanifold
occupied bands, represented by their projecPof
n
tion Pk = α=1 |ψkα ihψkα |, in the total space of all bands as a
functions of the lattice momentum k. The archetype of a topological invariant for band structures is the first Chern number
Z


i
C=
d2 k Tr Pk (∂kx Pk ), (∂ky Pk ) ,
(3)
2π BZ
an integer quantized monopole charge associated with the
gauge structure of the Bloch functions that distinguishes topologically inequivalent insulators in two spatial dimensions [7].
A non-vanishing monopole charge can be viewed as a fundamental obstruction to finding a global smooth gauge for the
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family of Bloch functions [7, 8]. However, it is precisely
this analytical structure of the Bloch functions which determines the asymptotic decay of the associated WFs obtained
by Fourier transform (cf. Eq. (2)). This makes it intuitively
plausible why a non-trivial band topology can have notable
implications on the localization of WFs. Most prominently in
this context, it is known that exponentially localized Wannier
functions exist if and only if the first Chern number is zero [9–
11]. In contrast, in one spatial dimension, Kohn could prove
[12] that exponentially localized WFs always exist.
For so called symmetry protected topological states [13],
the situation is less simple. The topological nature of these
band structures is rooted in the presence of a discrete symmetry, i.e., they are topologically distinct from an atomic insulator only if these underlying symmetries are maintained.
Due to their vanishing Chern numbers, the existence of exponentially localized WFs is guaranteed for symmetry protected
topological band structures. However, the possibility of representatives with even compactly supported WFs is unknown for
many symmetry protected states. A conclusive understanding
of this issue is of particular interest since compactly supported
WFs imply the existence of exact flat-band models with finite
range hopping [14] and the possibility of dissipative analogs
by virtue of local dissipation [15].
A remarkably widely adopted and practically very useful
approach to maximally localized WFs has been reported in
Ref. [16], see Ref. [5] for a recent review article. The guiding
idea in Ref. [16] is to localize the WFs in real space by optimizing the gauge of the associated Bloch functions in reciprocal space based on a gradient search algorithm. Generically,
this class of algorithms finds a local optimum that depends on
the initial choice of gauge.
Very recently, a different paradigm for the construction
of localized functions that approximately block-diagonalize
a Hamilton operator has been formulated [3]. This approach
is rooted in the theory of CS [17], a contemporary branch of
research at the interface between signal processing and fundamental information theory [18], which has also found applications in quantum theory [19]. In CS, the expected sparsity of a signal in some basis is employed for its exact reconstruction from significantly under-sampled measurement data,
without having to make use of the exact sparsity pattern. To
this end, the sparsity of the signal is optimized under the constraint that it be compatible with the incomplete measurement
data at hand. Translated to the spectral problem of a Hamiltonian, the analog of the incomplete measurement data is the
ambiguity in the choice of basis functions that span a subspace
associated with a certain energy range. Under the constraint
of not involving basis states outside of this energy range, the
sparsity of the basis functions in real space, i.e., their localization properties are then optimized. First progress applying
this program to the calculation of Wannier functions has been
reported in Ref. [4].

B.

Key results

In this work, we extend a CS based approach to the search
for maximally localized WFs [3, 4] to study topological equivalence classes of band structures. The physical motivation
of our study is twofold: a comprehensive understanding of
the interplay between band structure topology and localization properties of WFs at a fundamental level, and its impact
on applications ranging from electronic band structure calculations over variational tensor network methods to dissipative
state preparation. To this end, elaborating on the concepts
introduced in Refs. [3, 4], we propose a numerically feasible
and practical class of algorithms that are capable of manifestly
maintaining the underlying physical symmetries of the band
structure under investigation. Most interestingly, this allows
us to search for maximally localized representatives of a topological equivalence class of band structures via adiabatic continuity – an unprecedented approach. The method exploring
this possibility does not only search for a gauge of maximally
localized WFs for a given Hamiltonian. Instead, the model
Hamiltonian flows continuously within the symmetry class of
band structures under consideration towards a topologically
equivalent sweet-spot with compactly supported WFs. The
starting point is in this case a set of Wannier functions of a
generic representative of the topological state of interest.
The asymptotic scaling of each step of the present iterative method is O(N log(N )), where N is the number of lattice sites in the system. We argue that for each step this is
up to constants the optimal effort: any algorithm on such a
translation invariant problem will at some point involve a fast
Fourier transform which has the same scaling. This speedup
compared to Ref. [4] is rooted in the use of a local orthogonality constraint imposed on the Bloch functions in reciprocal
space that is equivalent to a non-local shift-orthogonality constraint on the WFs (see also: note added). Furthermore, the
extended algorithms proposed in this work are capable of exactly preserving the fundamental physical symmetries of the
system under investigation. From a practical perspective, this
can be of key importance to obtain physically meaningful results when constructing approximate Wannier functions for a
given model. For example, if one is concerned with mean field
superconductors in the Bogoliubov de Gennes (BdG) formulation, the fermionic algebra necessarily entails a formal particle hole symmetry (PHS) constraint; its violation would lead
to inherently unphysical results. From a more fundamental
perspective, the capability of manifestly maintaining the underlying symmetries at every iterative step opens us the way
to study equivalence classes of topological bands structures
instead of individual Hamiltonian representatives.
We present benchmark results for a one-dimensional (1D)
topological superconductor (TSC) [20] demonstrating the efficiency of our method: Starting from a generic representative
Hamiltonian of a 1D TSC, the algorithm converges towards a
set of WFs that obey the BdG PHS to high numerical accuracy. In the adiabatic continuity mode described above, our
algorithm finds the maximally localized representative of the
1D TSC equivalence class, a state with compactly supported
Wannier functions delocalized over two lattice sites. While
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for this particular state of matter, this “sweet-spot” point has
been constructed analytically in Ref. [20], our search algorithm is capable of discovering it numerically starting from a
generic model Hamiltonian represented by non-compact Wannier functions, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For a topologically
trivial starting point, the algorithm converges towards a set
of atomic orbitals localized at a single lattice site – the most
localized representative of the trivial equivalence class. Finally, we give numerical evidence for the absence of compactly supported Wannier functions for time reversal symmetry (TRS) protected 2D topological insulators [21–24]: While
our adiabatic search algorithm again converges to the WFs of
an atomic insulator from a generic topologically trivial starting point, it does not find a compactly supported representative as soon as the initial Hamiltonian has gone through the
phase transition to the topological insulator equivalence class.
This indicates that there are no two-dimensional topological
insulators with compact WFs.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Evolution of the extent of Wannier functions
under the adiabatic continuity algorithm for a trivial 1D superconductor (upper panel) and a non-trivial 1D topological superconductor (lower panel). In both cases, the most localized, compactly supported representatives of the respective phases are found. Plotted is
the real space probability density ρx (cf. Eq. (5)) on the horizontal xaxis with logarithmic color code from 100 (yellow) to 10−30 (blue),
and runtime increases on the vertical t-axis in units of ten iterative
steps. Initial Wannier functions obtain from the gauge constructed in
Eq. (20) in Sec. III B. Parameters are µ = 1.5, 2t = 2∆ = 1 and
µ = 0.3, 2t = 2∆ = 1 for left and right panels, respectively. The
home cell of both WFs is x = 101, with total length L = 200 for
both plots.

Outline. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We define in Section II A the search for maximally lo-

calized WFs associated with a given model Hamiltonian as an
optimization problem subject to orthogonality and symmetry
constraints. In Section II B, we present an efficient algorithm
based on CS to numerically tackle this optimization problem. Numerical results for the 1D TSC are presented in Section II C. An algorithm which is not limited to a fixed model
Hamiltonian but is designed for finding the most localized representative of a topological equivalence class of Hamiltonians
is introduced in Section III A. Benchmark results demonstrating the power of this tool are presented in Section III B and
Section III C. Finally, we sum up our findings and give an outlook to possible applications in Section IV.

II.

COMPACT WANNIER FUNCTIONS FROM SPARSITY
OPTIMIZATION
A.

Formulation of the optimization problem

The problem of calculating the electronic (fermionic) band
structure of a crystal within the independent particle approximation can be viewed as the quantum mechanical problem of a
single particle in a lattice-periodic potential. The spectrum of
its solution consists of energy bands parameterized by a lattice
momentum. Both eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are periodic
with the reciprocal lattice and can hence be constrained to a
representative unit cell of the reciprocal lattice called the first
Brillouin zone (BZ). The eigenfunctions are so called Bloch
states. For a given set of energy bands, WFs, i.e., localized
functions in real space that are orthogonal to their own lattice
translations (shift orthogonality) can be obtained by Fourier
transform of the Bloch states (cf. Eq. (2)). In 1D, this problem has been addressed with methods from complex analysis
by Kohn [12] showing that exponentially localized Wannier
functions always exist. In higher spatial dimensions, topological obstructions can preclude the existence of exponentially
localized WFs [9], e.g., due to a non-vanishing Chern number
in 2D (cf. Eq. (3)).
The work by Kohn [12], as well as the majority of applications for band structure calculations [5], focus on periodic
problems in the spatial continuum. In practice, the continuous
problem is often times not approximated by a straightforward
discretization in real space but by deriving a so called tight
binding model. The relevant degrees of freedom of such a
model are then a finite number of orbitals per site of a discrete
lattice with the periodicity of the crystalline potential. Our
work is concerned with such lattice models within the independent particle approximation from the outset.
Definitions. We consider a system with Hamiltonian H on a
hypercubic lattice with unit lattice constant and N = Ld sites
with periodic boundary conditions. Each lattice site hosts
m internal degrees of freedom (orbitals), n bands are occupied. Our single particle wave functions are hence normalized
vectors in CmN , a set of Wannier functions is represented by
a matrix ψ ∈ CmN ×n with shift-orthonormal columns, i.e.
ψ † Tj ψ = 1δj,0 for all j ∈ ZdL , where Tj performs a translation by the lattice vector j ∈ ZdL . We denote the matrix
elements by ψν,j;α , where ν ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ∈ ZdL , and
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α ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Among any set of shift orthogonal functions,
a set of WFs associated with the n occupied bands is distinguished by minimizing the quadratic energy functional
†

E[ψ] = Tr(ψ Hψ).

(4)

While the Slater determinant forming the many body ground
state characterized by its minimal energy expectation value of
the insulating band structure is unique up to a global phase,
the set of possible single particle WFs ψ representing this
ground state, i.e., minimizing E is highly non-unique. This
is due to the local U (n) gauge degree of freedom on the
Bloch functions (cf. Eq. (1)). Within this set, we would like
to identify
where the probability density
P the representative
2
=
|ψ
|
is
most
localized
in real space. In the
ρα
ν,j;α
j
ν
language of compressed sensing, localization is referred to as
sparsity. As suggested in Ref. [3], a l1 -norm regularization of
the energy functional (4) is a convenient way to enforce the
localization of the WFs. Concretely, as a P
measure
p for spar√
sity, we use the vector l1 -norm k ρkl1 = j,α | ρα
j | of the
square root of the probability density, as a convex relaxation
with more benign properties regarding continuity of discrete
measures like the rank. For the WFs themselves, we define
the ρ-norm as the l1 -norm of the square root of the associated
probability density, i.e.,
√
kψkρ = k ρkl1 .
(5)
A minimization with respect to the ρ-norm localizes the WFs
only in real space and not in the internal degrees of freedom,
as desired. The localization can be enforced by adding a term
kψkρ /ξ to the energy functional E [3]. The real parameter
ξ > 0 tunes the priority of the localisation respectively sparsity condition compared to the energy minimization condition.
The optimization problem considered is hence the minimization of the l1 -regularized energy expectation [3]
1
E(ψ) + kψkρ .
ξ

(6)

such that ψ † Tj ψ = 1δj,0 . The latter is a non-convex orthogonality constraint [25].
Even if the minimization of (6) will for finite ξ in general
produce approximations to the WFs of the model characterized by H, we would like to make sure that the underlying
physical symmetries of the problem are preserved exactly. It
is key to our algorithm that these symmetries can be exactly
maintained. Constraints that we will explicitly consider in this
work are TRS, i.e., [H, T ] = 0 and PHS, i.e., {H, C} = 0.
Generically, we denote the set of local symmetry constraints
by S. With these definitions, the problem of maximally localized WFs can for each ξ > 0 be concisely stated as the l1
regularized minimization problem


1
ψ = arg minφ E(φ) + kφkρ ,
ξ
subject to (φ† Tj φ = 1δj,0 ) and S,

(7)

where arg gives the argument that minimizes the functional.
The objective function is convex, while the symmetries give
rise to quadratic equality constraints.

B.

Compressed sensing based algorithm

Convex l1 regularized problems can be practically and efficiently solved using a number of methods. Here, we use a split
Bregman method [25, 26], which has been proposed to calculate maximally localized WFs in Refs. [3, 4], in a way that
conveniently allows to include symmetries. The split Bregman method is related to the method of multipliers [27], which
again can be connected to the alternating direction method of
multipliers [28]. Each step can then be implemented with as
little as O(N log N ) effort in the system size N .
The idea of a split Bregman iteration is to decompose the
full optimization problem defined in Eq. (7) into a set of coupled subproblems that can be solved exactly at every iterative
step. We start from the simplest case without additional symmetries S. In this case, our algorithm can be viewed as a
numerically more efficient modification of the algorithms introduced in Refs. [3, 4], adopted for and generalized to a lattice Hamiltonian with internal degrees of freedom. We define
the auxiliary variables Q, R and associated noise terms q, r
that have the same dimension as the set of WFs ψ ∈ CmN ×n .
During every step of the iteration, ψ will optimise the energy
functional E augmented by bilinear coupling terms (see step
(i) below), Q will be subject to a soft thresholding procedure
stemming from the ρ-norm optimisation (see step (ii)), and R
will be subject to the shift-orthogonality constraint defining
a proper set of WF (see step (iii)). The noise terms q and r
are incremented by the difference between ψ and the auxiliary variables Q and R, respectively (see steps (iv)-(v)). The
algorithm in the absence of symmetries S then reads as pseudocode
Initialize ψ = Q = R, q = r = 0. While not converged do


λ
κ
(i) ψ 7→ arg min E[ψ] + kψ − Q + qk2F + kψ − R + rk2F ,
ψ
2
2


1
λ
(ii) Q 7→ arg min
kQkρ + kψ − Q + qk2F ,
Q ξ
2
1
κ
(iii) R 7→ arg min kψ − R + rk2F , s.t. R̃k† R̃k = d/2 ∀k,
R 2
L
(iv) q 7→ q + ψ − Q,
(v) r 7→ r + ψ − R,
(8)
P
where kM kF = ( i,j |Mi,j |2 )1/2 denotes the Frobenius matrix norm of a matrix M , and R̃k the Fourier transform of
R at momentum k. λ, κ, ξ > 0 are coupling constants. The
way this problem is split in parts, the subproblems (i)-(iii) afford an explicit exact solution not requiring any optimisation,
given by
(i) ψ = (2H + λ + κ)−1 (κ(R − r) + λ(Q − q)),


1
(ii) Q = Shrink A,
,
λξ
1

(iii) R̃k = B̃k U Λ− 2 U † .

(9)

Here A = ψ + q, B = ψ + r,
Shrink(b, ) =

b
max(0, |b| − )
|b|

(10)
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is applied independently to each of the n-spinors Bjα associated with the Wannier function α evaluated at site j. Also,
B̃k† B̃k = U ΛU †

(11)

with U unitary and Λ diagonal, is an eigenvalue decomposition of the positive Hermitian matrix B̃k† B̃k . The orthogonality constraint R̃k† R̃k = 1/Ld/2 ∀k on the Bloch functions
occurring in step (iii) is equivalent with the shift orthogonality constraints R† Tj R = 1δj,0 ∀j on the Wannier functions.
However, due to the local nature of the further, step (iii) can
readily be solved exactly as explicitly done above, whereas
the numerically less efficient method of Lagrange multipliers
has been proposed in Ref. [4] to enforce the latter non-local
constraint in real space. This is true even though it arises from
a convex problem with a quadratic orthogonality constraint.
More explicitly, the Fourier transform involved in the implementation used in the present work scales as O(N log N ) if a
fast Fourier algorithm is used. Each step of the procedure is
hence efficient. Rigorous convergence proofs for split Bregman methods are known for l1 -regularized convex problems
[29]. Here, including the equality constraints, there is still
evidence that the entire method is efficient and convergent as
well, in line with the findings of Ref. [25].
Step (iii) of the above algorithm solves the following problem: Given a set of wave functions B, it finds the closest
possible (in Frobenius norm) set of proper shift orthogonal
Wannier functions. Imposing additional local symmetry constraints S further complicates step (iii) of the above algorithm.
From our numerical data presented below, it becomes clear
that imposing constraints like PHS can be of key importance
to obtain physically meaningful results. The simplest way to
implement such symmetries is by considering the projection
Pk =

n
X

ψ̃kα ψ̃kα†

(12)

α=1

onto the occupied Bloch states at momentum k. Local symmetries will basically impose local constraints on this quantity, the only significant complication being the complex conjugation K involved in anti-unitary constraints like TRS and
PHS which connects k and −k. Explicitly, for TRS T and
PHS C, we get the constraints
T Pk T −1 = P−k , CPk C −1 = 1 − P−k ,

(13)

respectively. With these definitions, we are ready to formulate
a symmetry purification procedure augmenting step (iii). To
this end, we follow (iii) to obtain the closest Bloch functions
for half of the BZ and calculate Pk . For the other half of the
BZ, Pk is then obtained by symmetry conjugation. The Bloch
functions for this second half are obtained by projecting B̃k
onto Pk and again performing an orthogonalization based on
a eigenvalue decomposition. By this continuous gauge prescription, we make sure that an input function B̃k that already
obeys the given symmetry is unchanged by the purification
procedure. This ensures that the algorithm can become stationary for the desired solution. The choice how the BZ is
divided into two halves is to some extent arbitrary. However,

the fact that the Bloch basis in which we perform this purification and the real space basis in which the thresholding (ii) is
performed are maximally incoherent bases [17] prevents systematic effects of this choice. For a unitary local symmetry, no
constraint between k and −k is introduced and the symmetry
purification can be done locally at every point in momentum
space.
In summary, the core of our method consists of iteratively
shrinking the spatial extent of the WFs by a soft thresholding
prescription while reestablishing symmetry and orthogonality
constraints on the associated Bloch functions at every step.
The localization and compact support of the WFs is enforced
directly in real space by virtue of l1 -norm optimization. Split
orthogonality and symmetry constraints enforce the defining
properties of the desired WFs. For a search limited to WFs of
a fixed lattice model Hamiltonian, the subspace corresponding
to a certain subset of bands and with that to a certain energy
range is selected by minimizing a quadratic energy functional
as proposed in Ref. [3]. Hence, the CS approach does not
require the knowledge of an initial set of WFs as a starting
point. The converged trial functions are compactly supported
well-defined Wannier functions by construction. Their degree
of localization can be tuned arbitrarily by a sparsity parameter
ξ, with a tradeoff in controlling their quality in representing
the given model Hamiltonian.
C.

Results for the 1D TSC state

As an interesting benchmark example, we consider the 1D
TSC proposed by Kitaev in 2001 [20] which is distinguished
from a trivial superconductor by a topological Z2 -invariant.
The simplest representative of this state is a 1D lattice of spinless fermions modelled by the Hamiltonian

X
µ
Hp =
−tc†j cj+1 + c†j cj − ∆cj cj+1 + h.c. , (14)
2
j
where t is a real nearest neighbor hopping constant, µ models a chemical potential, ∆ is a proximity induced p-wave
pairing. The collection of cj (c†j ) are the fermionic annihilation (creation) operators. Introducing the collection of
Nambu spinors Ψj = (cj , c†j )T and their Fourier transforms
Ψ̃k = (c̃k , c̃†−k )T , Hp can be written in the BdG picture as
1
Hp =
2

Z

2π

0

Ψ̃†k di (k)τi Ψ̃k ,

(15)

where τi are Pauli matrices in Nambu space and
d1 (k) = 0,

(16)

2

(17)

3

(18)

d (k) = −2∆ sin(k),

d (k) = µ − 2t cos(k).

For simplicity, we consider the specific case 2∆ = 2t = 1.
As a function of µ, Hp is then in the topologically non-trivial
phase for |µ| < 1, critical for |µ| = 1, and trivial otherwise.
The description in terms of Nambu spinors implies a formal
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doubling of the degrees of freedom while keeping the number of physical degrees of freedom fixed. This redundancy
manifests itself in an algebraic constraint on the BdG Hamiltonian that can be viewed as a formal PHS C = τ1 K, where
K denotes complex conjugation. The BdG Hamiltonian (15)
is formally equivalent to an insulating band structure with one
occupied and one empty band. The projection Pk onto the
occupied band can be expressed as
Pk =

1
(1 − dˆi (k)τi ),
2

(19)

ˆ = d(k)/|d(k)|.
where d(k)

WFs which minimise E to a relative accuracy of 1.7×10−3
and preserve PHS to 2.0×10−8 accuracy within our numerical precision, i.e., six orders of magnitude better than without
explicitly maintaining PHS. We show a logarithmic plot of the
probability density ρ of the converged WFs in Fig. 2. From
these plots, it becomes clear why PHS is rather strongly broken if not explicitly maintained: The PHS breaking WFs (left
panel) minimize the energy functional E to roughly the same
accuracy but have a somewhat smaller l1 -norm at the expense
of violating PHS. We compare the results of our algorithm
to an analytically obtained WF (right panel) which has been
computed from a smooth family of Bloch functions (see Eq.
(20) below for its explicit construction), which clearly is much
less localized (note the logarithmic scale).

III.

MAXIMALLY LOCALIZED REPRESENTATIVES OF
TOPOLOGICAL EQUIVALENCE CLASSES
A.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Logarithmic plots of the probability density ρ
of WFs with home cell x = 101 for a non-trivial 1D TSC with µ =
0.3, 2t = 2∆ = 1 (see Section II C for definitions). Upper panel:
Result of algorithm without additional symmetries and coupling constants ξ = 10, r = 50, λ = 20. Central panel: Result of algorithm
with S = {PHS} and coupling constants ξ = 10, r = 50, λ = 20.
Lower panel: WF from the gauge constructed in Eq. (20). L = 200
has been chosen for all plots.

We now apply the algorithm introduced in Section II B
to the toy model (15). We first ignore the PHS constraint
and apply the algorithm without further symmetries S. For
ξ = 10, r = 50, λ = 20, µ = 0.3, L = 200, it converges
towards a set of compact WFs functions that minimize E to a
relative accuracy of 1.8×10−3 but that break PHS by as much
as 2.0 percent. The violation of PHS is measured by the deviation of kPk −(1−CP−k C −1 )kF from zero. Note that a set of
WFs which does not preserve the Nambu PHS C = τx K cannot describe any physical superconductor. This demonstrates
how important it is to manifestly maintain PHS here. In a
next step, we apply the algorithm with S = {PHS} for the
same parameters. It converges towards compactly supported

Adiabatic continuity algorithm

In Section II B, we introduced an algorithm that is designed
to find compactly supported WFs for a fixed model Hamiltonian. In this Section, we present a tool which searches for
the most localized compactly supported WFs not only for a
given Hamiltonian but within an entire topological equivalence class. Topological equivalence classes are the connected
components of the set of all free Hamiltonians obeying certain
local symmetries S. In other words, starting from any Hamiltonian that preserves S, its topological equivalence class is
defined by all Hamiltonians that can be reached adiabatically,
i.e., continuously without closing the band gap and without
breaking S. We confine our attention to topological states relying on at least one symmetry constraint, i.e., states with zero
Chern number. For states with non-zero Chern number, it is
known that no representative with exponentially localized let
alone compactly supported WFs can exist [30].
The key idea of our adiabatic continuity algorithm is the following: Start from a set of WFs associated with a generic representative of a given topological equivalence class. Perform
the split Bregman iteration introduced in Section II B with the
crucial difference that the energy functional E is set to zero.
That way the bias towards a particular model Hamiltonian is
completely removed. However, the symmetries S are again
restored at every step of the iteration and the ρ-norm optimization is continuous on a coarse grained scale controlled by
the thresholding parameter 1/(λξ). Hence, the model Hamiltonian that the instantaneous WFs represent will flow continuously in the topological equivalence class of the Hamiltonian associated with the initial set of WFs. The only bias of
this flow is the ρ-norm optimization, i.e., the localization of
the WFs in real space by minimization of the l1 -norm of the
square root of their probability density. Thus, the adiabatic
continuity algorithm searches for the most localized representative of a given topological state of matter. For the converged
set of WFs, the corresponding Bloch functions are readily obtained by Fourier transform. From these Bloch functions, the
projection onto the occupied bands Pk is straightforward to
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compute. The generic flat band Hamiltonian Q(k) = 1 − 2Pk
then defines an explicit model Hamiltonian for the most localized representative of the topological equivalence class under
investigation.

⇢(x)
rHxL
0.1
10-6
10-11
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10-16

Maximally localized representatives in symmetry class D in
one dimension

To benchmark the adiabatic continuity algorithm, we would
like to apply it to the 1D TSC model (15) introduced in Section II C. In the language of Ref. [32], this belongs to the
symmetry class D. For this model, the result of a perfect
performance is clear: From a topologically trivial starting
point, we would expect our algorithm to converge towards
an “atomic” Wannier function which has support only on a
single site. From Ref. [20], we also know the simplest representatives of the topologically nontrivial class, which are
of the form |t| = |∆| > 0 = µ. Such exactly dispersionless models are characterized by WFs of the form wj =
(cj + c†j − cj+1 + c†j+1 )/2 with compact support on only two
sites around j ∈ {1, . . . , L}. It is clear that no topologically
non-trivial state can be represented by WFs with support on a
single site, as this would preclude any momentum dependence
of Pk . We hence expect a set of WFs similar to wj as a result
of our adiabatic search in the topologically non-trivial sector.
As a starting point we calculate a set of WFs from a family
of Bloch functions representing the occupied band of Hp for
generic µ. A global gauge defining a family of Bloch functions k 7→ |u− (k)i for the occupied BdG band can be constructed as
|u− (k)i =

Pk |+xi
,
|Pk |+xi|
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Logarithmic plot of the probability density ρ
of sets of Wannier functions from the gauge constructed in Eq. (20)
for a trivial 1D superconductor with µ = 1.5, 2t = 2∆ = 1 (upper
panel) and a non-trivial 1D TSC with µ = 0.3, 2t = 2∆ = 1 (lower
panel). The home cell of both WFs is x = 101. The linear tails
demonstrate the asymptotic exponential decay. L = 200 is chosen
for both plots.

The final WFs concur with the anticipated perfect benchmark
results to impressive numerical precision.

(20)

where |+xi = τ1 |+xi is a τ1 eigenvector. From Eq. (19), it is
easy to see that this gauge is regular for all k since d1 (k) = 0.
The initial WFs ψ0 are then simply obtained by Fourier transform of the Bloch functions. Since k 7→ |u− (k)i as resulting
from Eq. (20) are C ∞ functions, the corresponding Wannier
functions are asymptotically bound to decay faster than every
power law and exhibit in fact only exponential tails as verified
in Fig. 3. Our gauge choice turns out to be more efficient for
the non-trivial WF which decays much more rapidly.
Using these functions as an input, the algorithm described
in Section III A indeed converges to the correct benchmark results in less than one minute on a regular desktop computer for
a lattice of size L = 200. In other words, our search algorithm
numerically detects the “sweet spot” point with compactly
supported WFs from Ref. [20], starting from a generic set of
WFs representing some Hamiltonian with dispersive bands in
the same topological equivalence class. Conversely, as soon
as we tune µ over the topological quantum phase transition to
a trivial 1D superconducting state, our search algorithm correctly finds an atomic WF representing the simplest possible
trivial Hamiltonian.
In Fig. 1, we visualize the performance of our algorithm
with a logarithmic color plot of the density probability density
ρx at lattice site x as a function of the computation time t.

C.

Absence of compactly supported topological insulator WFs
in symmetry class AII in 2D

We would now like to turn our attention to time reversal
symmetric 2D insulators, in symmetry class AII [32]. For
states in symmetry class A with non-vanishing first Chern
number, so called Chern insulators [33], only algebraically
decaying WFs can be found. As a consequence, Chern insulators with exponentially localized or even compactly supported
WFs cannot exist. However, the situation is less obvious for
TRS protected topological insulators, a.k.a. quantum spin Hall
(QSH) insulators [21–24]. The conceptually simplest representative of this topological equivalence class consists of two
TRS conjugated copies of a Chern insulator with opposite odd
Chern number, one copy for each spin block (cf. Ref. [10]).
While the individual spin blocks have non-zero Chern number, the total set of occupied bands has zero Chern number as
required by TRS. Hence, a smooth gauge mixing the two TRS
conjugated blocks can be found for the Bloch functions [31].
Here we would like to consider a minimal model for a QSH
insulator analogous to the one introduced in Ref. [23] which
has m = 4 degrees of freedom per site and n = 2 occupied
bands. The four degrees of freedom are labeled by the basis
vectors |e, ↑i, |h, ↑i, |e, ↓i, |h, ↓i. We denote the e − h pseudo
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spin by σ and the real spin by s. The Bloch Hamiltonian of
the spin up block reads as
h↑ (k) = di↑ (k)σi ,
d2↑ (k)

= sin(ky ),

d1↑ (k) = sin(kx ),

d3↑ (k)

(21)

To see if our findings are sensitive to the number of bands,
we also applied the adiabatic continuity algorithm to a QSH
model with 8 bands which did not yield qualitatively different
results.

= M − cos(kx ) − cos(ky ). (22)

The Hamiltonian of the TRS conjugated block is then defined
by h↓ (k) = h∗↑ (−k). This model is topologically nontrivial
for 0 < |M | < 2 and trivial for |M | > 2. The projection onto
the occupied bands Pk can for each k be written as a sum of

1
1 − dˆi↑ (k)σi ⊗ |↑ih↑|
(23)
Pk↑ =
2
and

1
Pk↓ =
1 − dˆi↓ (k)σi ⊗ |↓ih↓|.
(24)
2
A smooth gauge of Bloch functions k 7→ |ui (k)i, i = 1, 2, can
be found in a generic way [5]. One first chooses a set of trial
orbitals |τi i, i = 1, 2, which are random linear combinations
of the four basis orbitals. Projecting onto the occupied bands
yields |γi (k)i = Pk |τi i. If the family of Gram matrices with
entries
Sij (k) = hγi (k)|γj (k)i

(25)

D.

The idea of dissipative state preparation [34] in the context
of topological states of matter [2] relies, for pure and translation invariant target states, on the existence of a complete
†
set of fermionic creation and annihilation operators wi,α , wi,α
forming a Dirac algebra (the indices referring to sites and
bands, respectively). In this case, the stationary state of a dissipative evolution described by a Lindblad master equation

X
∂
†
†
ρ=κ
wi,α ρwi,α
− 21 {wi,α
wi,α , ρ}
∂t
i,α

−1/2

(k)|γj i

i,α

(26)

can be obtained. In practice, by trying a few random choices,
a gauge for which det(S(k)) ≥ 10−2 ∀k can be readily found.
The associated WFs are then obtained by Fourier transform.
We employ the above prescription to find exponentially decaying WFs both in the topologically trivial and nontrivial
regime on a lattice of N = 101 × 101 sites. These WFs are
then used as starting points for the adiabatic continuity algorithm introduced in Section III A. For WFs associated with
topologically trivial insulators, i.e., |M | > 2, our algorithm
finds a set of atomic WFs representing the most localized
topologically trivial insulator to impressive numerical accuracy (see Fig. 4). However, as soon as the initial set of WFs
corresponds to a non-trivial QSH state, the algorithm does not
find a compactly supported set of WFs. This result gives numerical evidence that a simple flat band model Hamiltonian
with finite range hopping does not exist for the QSH state in
contrast to the 1D TSC. The one to one correspondence between flat band models with finite range hopping and compact WFs becomes clear from the following representation of
the projection Pk onto the occupied bands at momentum k in
terms of Wannier functions w0α , α = 1, . . . ,n centered around
the origin,
Pk =

n X
X

0

eik(r−r ) w0α (r)w0α† (r0 ).

(27)

α=1 r,r 0

An exact flat band Hamiltonian where all occupied states have
energy − and all empty states have energy + is then immediately obtained as
Q(k) = (+)(1 − Pk ) + (−)Pk =  (1 − 2Pk ) .

(29)

with damping rate κ > 0, will be identical to the ground state
of the dimensionless Hamiltonian
X
†
H=
hi,α , hi,α = wi,α
wi,α ,
(30)

is regular for all k, smooth Bloch functions defined as
k 7→ |ui (k)i = Sj,i

Dissipative state preparation

(28)

with mutually commuting hi,α . In typical implementations of
such a dissipative dynamics in the context of cold atomic systems, the Lindblad operators wi,α generating the dissipative
dynamics are quasi-local, i.e. have a compact support on the
underlying lattice [15]. Our algorithm is precisely constructed
to find such compactly supported operators wi,α , with the mutual commutativity of the associated hi,α being granted by the
shift orthogonality of the Wannier functions. Unlike the one
dimensional case of the topologically nontrivial ground state
of Kitaev’s quantum wire, where a representative with compactly supported Wannier functions exists and is indeed found
by our algorithm, our results in two dimensions imply the absence of an analogous situation in two dimensions.

IV.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we have presented a method to search for
localized Wannier functions of free quantum lattice models
which explicitly takes into account the symmetry of the problem. Most interestingly, we could extend the domain of this
search algorithm from individual model Hamiltonians to entire topological equivalence classes. This allows for a numerical detection of the most localized representative of a given
topological state. We did so by elaborating on a compressed
sensing approach built upon Bregman split techniques, where
the spatial locality takes the role of the sparsity of the problem (see Ref. [3, 4]). We close our presentation by providing
some perspectives opened up by our present analysis, including a few particularly intriguing implications and applications
of our new algorithm beyond the most widely known applications [5] of having localized Wannier functions available.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Logarithmic plot of the probability density ρ of an initial Wannier function for the model Hamiltonian
(22) for the
1 0
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A.

Diagnostic tool of topological states

The possibility to identify localized Wannier functions not
only for given model Hamiltonians, but also – if the energy
functional is set to zero along with ξ → 0 – maximally localized Wannier functions within entire topological equivalence
classes opens up another interesting application of our work:
That of a diagnostic tool: Whenever it converges to a compactly supported Wannier function, it identifies a ”sweet spot”
characterizing the topological class of the initial Hamiltonian
itself rather than minimizing the energy of a certain model.
The flow towards the atomic insulator and the topological
flat band (Kitaev) superconductor, starting from generic states
within the same topological phase provide striking examples
of this. But the parameter ξ > 0 can be freely chosen, reflecting the l1 -regularization in terms of compressed sensing.
In condensed matter terms, this parameter allows for a precise
trade-off between locality and energy. This freedom gives rise
to a useful “knob” to tune, and for applications in the context
of e.g., ab initio band structure calculations, a finite ξ is more
appropriate.
B.

Applications in devising tensor network methods

Thinking further about our algorithm as a flow in the renormalization group sense is also likely to be fruitful also in
the context of interacting as well as disordered systems. In
fact our protocol bears some (non-accidental) resemblance
with tensor network algorithms (quantum state renormalization methods) such as DMRG and TEBD in one dimension
and PEPS and MERA more generally [35–37]. More specifically, it seems that in order to simulate weakly interacting
(and/or disordered) fermionic lattice models, the efficiently
localized Wannier functions which are still orthogonal appear
to be a very suitable starting point for devising variational sets
of states, as real space operators remain short ranged (and
close to diagonal) when projected to the pertinent electronic
band. Most saliently, tensor network approaches augmented
with an initial preferred basis selection based on our algorithm appear particularly promising in two-dimensional approaches, where having a low bond dimension in PEPS approaches is critical for the highly costly (approximate) tensor
network contraction. More specifically, two approaches seem
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interesting: In a first, one takes a weakly interacting
model
and re-expresses the non-interacting part in the Wannier basis
found by the algorithm. If the Wannier functions are exactly
localized, then the new Hamiltonian will still be local. This
can then serve as an ansatz for a tensor network approach including interactions. In a second, one starts from a generalized mean field approach for the interacting model, generates
Wannier functions and then applies a variational tensor network method.

C.

Symmetry breaking by truncation of exponential tails

Finally, a fundamental question arises due to the apparent
lack of strictly localized Wannier functions for the quantum
spin Hall phase, namely that of the importance of exponentially decaying tails. We have found that any truncation of the
tail of the Wannier functions inevitably leads to the breaking
of time-reversal symmetry at a corresponding rate. In fact,
cutting exponential tails seems continuous, but the QSH
phase can be left continuously by breaking TRS. Despite
being a conceptual problem it is not a practical one. In any
solid-state realization of a QSH insulator, there will be weak
TRS breaking terms, yet the physical response can – at least
in principle – be experimentally indistinguishable from that
of a truly TRS invariant system. In this sense, even though
the Wannier functions with strictly compact support and
formally do not represent a QSH phase, they may still be
used for practical purposes. Our algorithm provides a tool to
systematically assess these questions. Yet these are merely a
few of many intriguing directions, and we anticipate that our
findings will inspire future research in diverse branches of
physics, as well as in applied mathematics.
Note added. A key result of the present paper is the use
of local orthogonality constraints on the Bloch functions. In
this context, we note the recent arXiv submissions by Barekat
et al. [38, 39]. In Ref. [38], Barekat et al. independently
derive a similar algorithm with the same asymptotic scaling.
In Ref. [39], the same authors use orthogonality constraints
in terms of Bloch functions in the context of certain (topologically trivial) band structures. These papers do not address
the maximally localized representatives of topological equivalence classes of band structures which is the main focus of
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our present work.
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